Commons
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House, commons meals should be compu-
table to the first term only.

(2) Students not required to take

compulsory commons should be allow-

ed to subscribe to commons meals

a "breakfast only", "lunch only", "dinner

only", or any combination of the above

basis.

(3) Dietary breakdown of the use of the com-

mons fee should be made available by each of the three
dining groups to all students subscrib-
ing to commons.

(4) Part-time Staffs should report to

their respective house committees.

(5) Food in the commons should be

exclusively on the plates. Formal

channels of communication between
cooks, servers, and house committees
ergative dining service should be set

up, and the dining directors may be

immediately informed of legitimate

complaints in the future.

(6) Commons breakfasts should be

served until 10 a.m.

(7) It should be possible for stu-

dents to reserve in advance late din-

ners.

(8) Gravy should not be placed on

the meat course unless requested.

(9) Particullrly at noon there is a

need for more staff members to keep

the tables cleared. (Overly ambitious

staff members might be cautioned,

however, not to remove the trays, etc.,

until the person using them is finished

eating.

The following is a summary of the

food taken concerning the food pre-

pared and served in the various M.I.T.

eating halls.

1. Are the dishes clean? Yes: 144;

No: 110; Indif. 27.

2. Is the silverware clean? Yes: 100;

No: 50; Indif. 50.

3. Are the floors, counters, trays, 
tables, etc. clean? Yes: 130; No: 22;

Indif. 14.

4. Do you like the way the food is

served at a person? Yes: 87; No: 42;

Indif. 4.

5. How would you rate the attitude

of the personnel in the dining halls?

Favorable 122; Unfavorable 15; Indif.
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F. &M. Schaefer Brewing Co.; New York City.

The Alcoholic Tax Division of the U. S. Treasury

analyses of beer samples

have shown the sugar

in goose eggs

Gun and Knives
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HOW MORAL CAN A VICTORY GET?

or... don't put all your goose eggs in one basket

Once there was a Basketball Team that
had Flavio of Nothing. It was our goal
that even the Coach shouldn't go near a
game all season. Couldn't stand to

watch his Sunshine Wonders. So the

Fish was procureed through the usual

channels. He was the Big Game.

Dem. By law to day by 40 points, the Baptist

said.

But sombody back on campus had

a brainstorm. He thought of the

Treaty Telegrams! (Ice Telegrams

being a proper complement to the
telegrams. If you'd like one, inc.

to send a S Faulk Message to someone

special, just write to Rock

Wallingford. Dept. B, New York City.)

Ordering a likely idea he started the

wheel in motion. So, and before

time, the team got more
telegrams than

the Fish had by only 28 points instead of 45.

Now for a moral lesson.

Once there was a Basketball Team that
had a Coach of Nothing. It was our goal
that even the Coach shouldn't go near a
game all season. Couldn't stand to

watch his Sunshine Wonders. So the

Fish was procureed through the usual

channels. He was the Big Game.

Dem. By law to day by 40 points, the Baptist

said.

But sombody back on campus had

a brainstorm. He thought of the

Treaty Telegrams! (Ice Telegrams

being a proper complement to the
telegrams. If you'd like one, inc.

on your local Western Union

office. 

Your Western Union

The pool shark named Willie Mays

Got so skinny from drinking 'thin' brew

He paid for his clothes

By chalking his nose

And renting himself for a cue.

Don't waste tears on Willie! No one brand

of beer can make you slim—or fat—all by itself.

The one big difference in beers today is flavor,

and flavor has no colors. So don't be fooled by fancy

claim. Look for this... drink the beer that's brewed

FolkS who drink for enjoyment prefer

real beer!

Schafer

The U. S. Government says:

"Analyses of beer samples indicate that the

present tax on beer is so high as to be

virtually nil, amounting to less than 1% of

the cost of production, and in no sense

in the nature of a tax, is in favor of the

reasonable abuse of a legal beverage."

Schafer Brewing Co., New York